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We're attending the UW Science & Engineering Career Fair tomorrow, and we really want to stand out, so we
need your help. We're offering $50 for 5 hours of your time. If you're looking for more, please let me know
what your rate is. Please be ready to:
* Get yourself to the UW Bank of America Arena ontime.
* Walk around in a bikini top and whatever bottoms you think would look good.
* Walk around in a shirt that shows your cleavage.
* Talk to students and encourage them to check out the LetsDivvy booth.
* Stand behind our booth and encourage people to come over.
You should bring:
* Full bikini top and bottom
* Shirt that reveals cleavage
* Cute bottoms
* A shirt that we can make a LetsDivvy shirt out of (ideally you can come with one you make yourself). I.e.
we don't have t-shirts so it's up to you and us to make a shirt.
This is a real JOB, and there is no funny business. We're a real company looking to attract more attention to
our booth.
To apply:
* Please reply to this post with a face and body photo.
* Please send your phone number so we can follow up with you.
Our Product

LetsDivvy is the Internet marketplace for splitting things. It allows you split the cost of memberships, season
tickets, and ski passes. We believe it will change the world by making products more affordable to millions of
people, and helping businesses leverage fractional ownership to generate additional revenue. We’ve talked to
hundreds of people on the street (literally) about this product, and seen encouraging results about people’s
desire to use and more importantly, pay for our service. We’re pre-launch, but we’ll be launching soon.
Location: UW - Bank of America Arena
Compensation: $50 for 5 easy hours of work
This is a part-time job.
This is a contract job.
Principals only. Recruiters, please don't contact this job poster.
Please, no phone calls about this job!
Please do not contact job poster about other services, products or commercial interests.
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